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ЦИФРА ТИЖНЯ 

HIGHLIGHTS 

T 
he Government's Priority Action Plan for 2019, adopted 

on December 18 last year to implement the Medium-

term Plan of Government Priority Actions until  2020, was 

finally published on the governmental portal on March 

20, 2019. In 2019 the Government plans to take 558 steps, includ-

ing 40 by the Ministry of Environment (on its own or jointly with 

other central executive authorities). 

Among other things, we expect important achievements this year 

regarding adoption of the National Action Plan on Environmental 

Protection until 2025, establishment of the State Environmental 

Protection Service, review of the state marine environmental poli-

cy, and further works in the exclusion zone. A number of measures 

should contribute to comprehensive solution to the problems with 

municipal waste. The Ministry of Environment, for example, should 

develop and submit to the Verkhovna Rada five draft laws on 

waste management, a central waste management public authority 

should be set up. The Government also plans to submit draft law 

on the Emerald Network and continue creating a network of natu-

ral territories by creating new protected territories.  

We already can see some success in the implementation of some 

of the Plan’s steps, in particular the National Waste Management 

Strategy until 2030 was approved, E-tendering for special permits 

for subsoil use started, the European-like state water monitoring 

system has launched. 

In line with the governmental Plan of Priority Actions, the Ministry 
of Environment approved its own Action Plan for 2019. This one is 
bigger since in addition to governmental priorities it includes addi-
tional measures (proposals) and measures in the framework of 
joint activities with the Reform Support Team and the Public Coun-
cil of the Ministry of Environmental Protection. This Plan includes 
87 measures and was published on February 20, 2019.  

NUMBER OF THE MONTH 

G 
reen Energy for Reforms, an association of the mem-

bers of the parliament, organized a round table 

“Green agenda for Ukraine till 2030” on March 19, 

2019. During the event MPs presented and discussed 

their vision of mainstreamed, intersectoral development policy 

aimed at sustainable green development of Ukraine and solving 

environmental problems. 

Climate change and environmental protection are priority issues 

for political parties all over the world, said Oleskiy Ryabchyn, an 

MP representing Batkivshchyna party. In Ukrainian political dis-

course environmental issues are mentioned without any details 

what targets are and how we can achieve them, he noticed.  

Proposed green agenda includes 10 priority areas which need to 

be represented in programs and visions of all political parties. 

Those areas are: transition to green economy, development of 

renewable energy, effective waste management, environmental 

protection, fight against climate change, maximum energy efficien-

cy and energy saving, green cities, sustainable development of 

rural communities, clean and safe transport, quality of life and life 

expectancy.  

Yet, shaping the green agenda is just a first step towards prioritiz-

ing green issues in Ukraine. Further steps should include advocacy 

among political parties, raising public awareness (in particular via 

mass media), control over implementation. All these steps require 

joint efforts by the parliament, government, public, business and 

other stakeholders.  
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BLITZ-ANALYTICS 

QUOTE OF THE MONTH 

In purely statistic terms, the general picture is not so bad - 64% of the 

pre-elections programs include green issues, representing 25% in-

crease since presidential elections in 2014. Yet, it is far from being 

perfect: looking at the quality of programs and promises offered by 

candidates, one can see they are not future oriented, but rather deal 

with existing threats. Many programs offer practices dangerous for the 

environment (increase the gas and oil production, development of 

wood processing industry, creation of large agricultural companies, 

simplified procedure and customs fees on used automobiles), many 

green provisions sound like slogans with signs of populism. 

In 2019, the green agenda in the candidates' programs is filled by 

renewable energy and energy efficiency.  It is not surprising in view of 

realities - the urgency of the problem of energy independence and 

high fees for the population obviously had direct impact raising these 

issues in the overall agenda. Environmental issues raised by the candi-

dates most frequently relate to clear water, protection of forests, and 

waste management.  

It is disappointing to see that green agenda in the elections discourse 

is detached from the modern world trends in this field. None of the 

programs placed on the Central Elections Commission website uses 

such terms as a climate change, circular economy, a hierarchy of waste 

management. Words the candidates publicly say are a bit better but 

not enough to set a trend. 

Unfortunately, during elections discourse we noticed ingornance of 

green agenda by both candidates and other participants of the politi-

cal process. Journalists and TV programs presenters do not bring in 

green issues, political analysts and experts do not include them into 

their studies or monitoring. 

In this context we note and praise the initiative of nongovernment 

organizations on revealing the environment component of candidate’s 

vision; this allowed some of the candidates to publicly give answers to 

green questions, and possibly for the first time ever they started think-

ing about environmental problems. 

In our opinion, the President should demonstrate the leadership and 

strategic vision of the green development of the country. Then and 

only then the country will have a chance to become "green", progres-

sive, raising environmental quality of life of the people. 

 

EVENT OF THE MONTH 

“The Ministry will initiate the inclusion of a new Directive [on the reduction of the impact of 

certain plastic products on the environment] to the EU-Ukraine Association Agreement. By that 

time, in my mind, the best solution is to limit using plastic at home.  

Restrict yourself and encourage others to do the same .” 

Ostap Semerak, Minister of Environment of Ukraine  

March 29, 2019 

President Poroshenko signed the Environmental Strategy of Ukraine until 2030.  

Since January 2019 we have monitored pre-elections programs and the campaign's discourse with a view of green agenda within it. Our aim 

was not to establish who among the candidates is "greener". Our plan was to identify key environmental issues, shape trends and to under-

stand whether Ukraine could - in addition to being pro-European - a green way of development in the near future. 


